If ^ is a measure, then ooμ will denote that (necessarily equivalent) measure which is °o when μ is positive and 0 when μ is 0. Of course, μ ί -μ 2 if and only if 00^= 00 μ 2 . In view of Theorem 1.3 and the preceding remarks, v < μ if and only if coy < ooμ, while vSμ if and only if coySeoμ.
2.
Quasi"dominance and strong recessiveness* We shall say that v is quasi-dominant with respect to μ, denoted vQμ, if given E in S^, there exists F in ^ such that vCE (4) By the Lebesgue Decomposition Theorem, μ can be written as the sum of μ x and μ 2 , where ft < v and μ 2 Sk and ftSft. Since vQft by (1) and since μβv, we have vSμ 2 by (2). Uniqueness under the added conditions amounts to the uniqueness of the Lebesgue Decomposition Theorem for the case ftSft.
( 5 ) By (4), μ = ft + ft, where ft < λ and λSft. Since λ ~ v, we have ft < v and ySft. Then vQμ by (3b).
(6a) Since (v t V v 2 ) ^ (^ + v 2 ), the result follows from (3a) and (5) .
(6b) Since (ft V ft) ~ (ft + ft), the result follows from (3b) and (1) . (7) By the Lebesgue Decomposition Theorem, μ -ft + ft, where ft < v and ftSv. Since ft is sigma-finite, vS ft [3, Theorem 3.2] . Then vQμ by (3b).
(8) Fix AeS^ and suppose Ee<9*. Since i Qft there exists FzSS such that V^(J&) 
) and < v Λ f so that v^Q^.
We say that v is strongly recessive with respect to μ 9 denoted v<sμ, if λ» is the zero measure whenever X^v and XQμ. Clearly, vQμ and v < s μ if and only if v is the zero measure. 
Proof.
(1) implies (7): Suppose μ A < v. Assuming (1), we first show that μSv by showing that μ{A) = 0. Since μ A < i^, we have v A Qμ A so that i^Q/i. Assuming (1), we have v{A) = 0 so that μ(A) -0. Hence, μSv. Now suppose μ(A)< ©o. Assuming (1), we show that v(A) -0. We already know that μSv, so that μ Λ Sv. Since ^ is finite, we have vSμ A [3, Theorem 3.2] so that v Λ Sμ. Hence, v A Qμ and assuming (1), we have v(A) = 0 as was to be shown. (7) implies (6): Since v(A) = 0 whenever μ(A)<oo f we have μ = ^ + v. Hence, (^ + p)Sv.
(6) implies (5): (3): Suppose μ£k> and v < μ. Suppose, moreover, that λ < v and λQμ. It suffices to show that X = 0. Since μSί> and λ < v, we have μSλ. Since /^Sλ and XQμ, we have λS^ by (2) of Theorem 2.1. Since XSμ and since λ < v, we have X -0.
Clearly, (5) implies (4), (3) implies (2) and (2) implies (1).
We shall see that the second condition in (7) Proof. Let MJ^S^) be the family of measures on S* which are strongly recessive with respect to μ, and let M 2 {6^) be the family of all measures on S^ which are quasi-dominant with respect to μ. The desired result follows from Theorem 1.2 and the decomposition of Theorem 2.5.
As an application of Theorem 2.6 we have the following: THEOREM 2.7. // (v + X)Qμ and vQX, then vQμ. (2) The class Si is a sigma-algebra since it contains X, and it is the largest sigma-ring having S* as an ideal. If μ is a measure on S* and S* is an ideal in ^, define μ λ on ^" by μ x Proof. The relationships on j?~ clearly imply the same relationships on S". It suffices to prove the results which extend relationships on S* to relationships on J^~.
(
(2) Suppose v < μ and suppose ^(i£) = 0. Then μ(E Π F) = 0 for all JP in ^. Since v < ^, we have i;(JS? n F) = 0 for all JP in so that v^(JEr) = 0.
The proof is similar to that of (1) . If μ Fn <tv for all n and F = U-F», then μ F < v. Then (μ F ) λ < ^ by (2), and we use the fact that (μ F ) λ = (^)^.
(4) This result follows from (1) and (2) We now show that the semifiniteness of v cannot be dropped in the statement of Theorem 3.3. We shall find a nonzero measure v and an increasing sequence of measures μ n such that v is quasidominant with respect to each μ n and such that v is not quasidominant with respect to the limit of the μ n 's.
Example 3.4. For each positive integer i, let X { be a copy of the unit interval, let ^i be the Borel sets of X if let κ t be counting measure on ^~i t and let λ« be Lebesgue measure on ^7. Let Y== x X t and let ^ -x^7 Let p n be the smallest product measure of the form κ, x x x κ n x X n+1 x . If desired, p n can be thought of as the smallest product of ^X XΛ;, and λ H+1 x . Then Pi< s P2<s p z <s--* Ίί p = sup|θ n , then ^S^ for all ^. Now let K and λ be counting measure and Lebesgue measure, respectively, on the Borel sets £f of the unit interval X Let v be the smallest measure on Sf x ^ such that v{A x5) = tc(A)p(B) [1, Theorem 39.1 and Exercise 39.18] . Let μ Λ be the smallest measure on £Sχ^ such that μ n (AxB) = λ(A)^(J5), and let /^ = supμ Λ . It is easy to see that vSμ n for all n (and hence, vQμ w for all n), μ n ] μ 9 and v< s μ.
Since y ^ 0, it is false that vQμ. 4* Atomic and nonatomic measures* A measurable set will be called an atom for μ if it has positive ^-measure and does not contain two disjoint sets of positive /i-measure. We say that a measure is purely atomic if every chunk (measurable set of positive measure) contains an atom. We say that a measure is nonatomic if it has no atoms. Using these definitions, it is easy to see that a measure is purely atomic [nonatomic] if an equivalent measure is purely atomic [resp., nonatomic]. In Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 we consider some ways in which quasi-dominance plays a role in the study of purely atomic measures and nonatomic measures. (3) and (4) Since v A Qμ, we have v(A) = 0. Hence, v is purely atomic by (3) of Theorem 4.1.
To prove (2), suppose v A is purely atomic. Since v A < μ and since μ is nonatomic, we have μSv A by [4, Theorem 1.6] . In other words, v A < s μ.
Since v A Qμ, we have y(A) = 0. Hence, v is nonatomic by (4) of Theorem 4.1. (
1) If μ is purely atomic, then so is v. (2) If μ is nonatomic, then so is v.
Proof. Suppose μ = v + λ and vQλ. Of course, vQv so that vQ(v + λ). That is, vQμ. Then since v <t μ, the conclusions follow from Theorem 4.2. 5 • Quasi-dominance and the RadonrNikodym theorem* If / is a real-valued function on X, we say that / is locally measurable if the inverse image of each Borel set is a locally measurable set. Equivalently, / is locally measurable if and only if {x:f(x) > a} Π F is in Sf for all real numbers a and all F in £f. THEOREM Proof. It is evident and well-known that v < μ. Now let
Suppose there exists a nonnegative locally measurable function f such that v(E) = \ f dμ for all E in Sf'. Then
It is easy to see that v(E -F) = 0 so that 
JE
Proof. Since v is finite, we can find a set
Since vQμ, there exists F in S? such that V(JEΓ 0 ) ~ v(E 0 n F) and ^ < v. Since v is finite and μ F is semifinite, it is easy to see that μ F is sigma-finite. By the usual RadonNikodym theorem, there is a nonnegative measurable function / such that v{E) = I / dμ for all measurable sets E contained in F. If we JE let / be zero on the complement of F, then it is clear that v(fj)= ( fdμ for all E in &.
If v has a Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to μ, then v enjoys a strong form of quasi-dominance in that the set F does not depend on E and that v(E) = v(E(\ F) can be replaced by v{E -ί 7 ) = 0 for all E in S^. It is easy to see that if v is finite and vQμ, then v enjoys this strong form of quasi-dominance with respect to μ. We might ask if a Radon-Nikodym derivative exists for semifinite measures in the presence of absolute continuity and strong quasidominance, and the answer is no. Indeed, even if μ and v are equivalent semifinite measures, a standard example shows that it may be impossible to find a nonήegative function / such that X E f is measurable and v(E) = l fdμ whenever μ(E) < oo. (It can be seen that two equivalent semifinite measures have the same sets of sigmafinite measure. Consequently, the Radon-Nikodym theorem holds for such measures if v{E) = \ fdμ whenever μ(E) < oo [5, Theorem 3.1] .) JE Example 5.3, [Cf 2, Exercise 31.9] . Let A and B be uncountable sets such that card A < card B. Let X = AxB.
A set {(a, b):a = a Q } is a vertical line and {(α, b):b = b Q } is a horizontal line. Let Sf be the smallest sigma-algebra containing vertical lines, horizontal lines and countable sets. Let a(E) be the number of horizontal lines L such that L -E is countable, and let β{E) be the number of vertical lines L such that L -E is countable. Let μ -a + β and v = a + 2β. Then v < μ and v is strongly quasidominant over μ since μ < v. Although μ and v are semifinite, it can be seen that no function / exists such that v{E) = \ fdμ for all E in Sf such that μ(E) < ^. Recall that v is totally incompatible with μ if μ{E) = c>o whenever v(E)>0. If v is compatible with μ and if v is totally incompatible with μ, then it is easy to see that v is degenerate (i.e., has a subset of {0, <>o} for its range). A degenerate measure is clearly compatible with any measure. If / is a real-valued function on X, let us say that / is /^-measurable if {x: fix) > a} Π F is in £f for all real numbers a and all measurable F such that μ{F) < oo. Let ,9% x = {E: E Π Fe SS whenever fey and μ[F) < oo}. Define μ φλ on ,9%χ by μ ψλ {E) = sup {μ(F):Fe<9* and FdE and μ(F) < oo} for all E in S>% x . If // is semifinite, it is easy to see that μ φλ is an extension of μ to a smallest measure on Sf ψλ [cf. 1, Exercise 17.1] . We shall use these ideas in our next theorem, which is a variation of Theorem 5.1. 6* Largest product measures* Suppose μ and v are semiίinite measures on sigma-rings Sf and J^~, respectively. We say that a measure p on *9*x^~ is a product of μ with v if p(AxB) = μ(A)v(B) whenever Ae£^ and Se^. More than one product of μ with v may exist. Nevertheless, there is always a largest product of μ with v given by outer measure extension [7, page 265] .
In order to see something of the role quasi-dominance and strong recessiveness can play in the study of largest product measures, we state some results without proof. In Theorem 6.2 we see that things work out well if v is quasi-dominant or strongly recessive with respect to i/. If ^ could be expressed as the largest product of some measure μ t with v, we would have the impossible conclusion that μ 1 xM{(x, y): x = y}) = 0 and where ftxλ is the largest product of μ t and λ in each case.
We close by stating a theorem with the same hypotheses as Theorem 6.1 but with a conclusion that uses Theorem 2.5 to decompose v with respect to i/. THEOREM 
